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beauty of
the beast
Jaguar’s snarling F-Type Coupe has the performance
and handling to match its spectacular looks
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n an effort to tame the fiercest of its big cats, Jaguar now offers an all-wheel-drive F-Type. There’s
no denying this hugely powerful machine is, in
every way, a legitimate 911 competitor, combining brute force with sloe-eyed beauty and sleek
metalwork. It’s one of the most desirable and exotic
coupes on the planet.
I caught my breath when the sensual and curvaceous supermodel body, with a nipped-in waist and
aerodynamically padded shoulders, rolled into view.
Burbling aggressively, it looked bulletproof, as if it
owned the ground beneath its wheels.
No single trait defines the F-type more than its
carefully orchestrated attack-dog exhaust note. Fir-

ing up the Top Gun-style starter button triggers
what sounds like a seismic event. When you change
up it snorts like a buffalo, when you floor it it bellows, then when you lift off the accelerator — behold
the theatre. You’ve never heard such an aggressive
crowd-stopping aural drama. The thundering
exhaust emits hardcore grin-inducing pops and
bangs, and when you engage the sports exhaust system, it’s even louder.
There’s no refuting it, the F-Type Jaguar rewrites
all the rules. Yet it’s not all bark and no bite either.
The F-Type all-wheel-drive Coupe is powered by a
fire-spitting 550hp supercharged 5.0-litre V8
engine, which is mated to an eight-speed automatic
gearbox. It out-hustles the best of them, doing
0-62mph in 3.9 seconds, with a top speed of 186mph.
Even though the F-Type is 600lb heavier than the
911, this Coupe outruns the Carrera S on the 0-62
test, beating it by half a second, making this lusty
Coupe every bit the performance car its German
rival is — not least because of the epic V8 soundtrack
that continually erupts from the four exhausts.
The chassis is epic, as are the brakes, and should
you get the slick, electrically power-assisted steering
out of shape it’s easy to get it back again, which
inspires huge confidence at the wheel.
Looking for a stretch of driving heaven to navigate, I headed west and found a combination of traditional British patchwork farming landscapes and
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beautiful Welsh hills. The F-Type steers through the
hills with what feels like telepathy: the power of suggestion. This is a Steve McQueen kind of car, complete with his badass-ness. It’s rocket-ship quick and
on the road its cornering ability, particularly the way
it catapults out of bends under acceleration, is little
short of spellbinding. This is the Torque Vectoring
technology coming into play: a computer-controlled
system which distributes the engine’s power across
the left and right sides of the car, which means you
can feel the inertia transferring to the loaded front
wheels in long bends, while the torque vectoring
gently brakes the inner wheels.

heady thrill
Stomp on the hair-trigger accelerator pedal and the
F-Type comes alive, transforming into a steroidinduced beast that slingshots you up the road. It’s
heady, addictive and dangerously exciting stuff. A
thrilling sensation runs through your hands at every
turn of the steering wheel.
For my own amusement I drop it into Dynamic
mode, step on the accelerator and throw it into a few
tight corners, which it just shrugs off without any
need to brake or change gear. It simply squats and
fires through the bends like a heat-seeking missile.
Where the all-wheel-drive truly comes in is on a
power-slide — the clever four-wheel-drive system
shuffles the available power between the front and
rear axles only when it senses extra traction is needed,
which means it predominantly operates in rearwheel drive. The eight-speed automatic transmission is another strong point (complete with manualtransmission paddles) and hammers gear changes
far faster than you could move a manual lever.
On 20-inch wheels the car is unflustered by highfrequency road chop. Even in Dynamic mode, the
ride is nowhere near harsh; it is merely less yielding
to larger heaves in the road. But watch out on the
straights — it’s somewhat frightening when you
sense the nose lifting, jettisoning you off towards the
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Pearly Gates. It delivers exceptional performance and a huge dose of prestige at a
price that seems almost to be a bargain
by my supercar standards. I see the V8
F-type parked just on the fringe of the
supercar paddock, which means it does
On the road
merit the supercar status as it combines
its cornering
extraordinary performance with desirable looks, über-exclusivity and uninhibability,
ited elegance.
particularly
One would imagine a car this loud and
the way it
brutal to be as luxurious as a WW2 Volkswagen, but you’d be wrong. It’s meaty,
catapults out
broad across the hips, is built for tall peoof bends under
ple, and the generous door opening and
acceleration, is
narrow side sill facilitates exiting the
cockpit elegantly. Inside it’s form-fitting,
little short of
handsome and well thought out, with
spellbinding
loads of legroom. It comes with a terrific
Meridian sound system, satnav, blindspot monitoring, adaptive headlights, brushed steel
buttons and everything covered in leather and powered by on-board electronics or motors. The cabin is
strictly for two people and the designers have made
no attempt at providing rear shelving. It does have a
315-litre boot, albeit a shallow one, but this is nothing in comparison to the exterior — which is one of
the best-looking cars ever made.
In every way, this is a valid Aston Martin Vantage
or Porsche 911 Carrera GTS rival, merging nearatomic power and aggressive supercar looks with
arches and curves in all the right places — a physical
form that looks to the future.
Make no mistake, this is an expensive car: it’s easy
to push the price close to £100,000 by ticking a few
boxes on the options list. But what you need to ask
yourself is: should price matter when a car looks this
good, sounds this fantastic and has the gunfighter
reflexes of a supercar? S
jaguar.co.uk
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